Antibiotics are a group of medicines used to treat, and in some cases, prevent bacterial infections. These fundamental tools of modern medicine can kill or inhibit the proliferation of bacteria and, in this way, help to treat important human diseases. Since their discovery, these once called “miracle drugs” have saved millions of lives. However, after nearly seven decades of use, antibiotics are in a well acknowledged crisis because of the development of antibiotic resistance. Antibiotics are one of the most prescribed drugs in the world. Their extensive use and, more importantly, their improper use, together with the reduced number of new antibiotics in the pharmaceutical drug development pipeline, in particular those with new modes of action, are making the battle against bacterial diseases harder to win. Even though antibiotics are very effective in the treatment of many different bacterial diseases, sometimes their remarkable antibacterial power and broad target specificity can cause adverse effects like diarrhoea and oral and vaginal yeast infections. Diarrhoea is a common side effect of antibiotic treatment that, in addition to being distressing and unpleasant, can lead to dehydration, electrolyte imbalance and hypotension, which, in some cases, can be life-threatening.

Antibiotic-associated diarrhoea and *Clostridium difficile* infection

Antibiotic-associated diarrhoea (AAD) is the most common intestinal complication following antibiotic use, especially for broad-spectrum antibiotics. AAD generally encompasses people exposed to antibiotics who develop, in the absence of other causes, diarrhoea within 8 weeks of treatment. Its rate of occurrence varies among reports, with a range of 5-39%, depending on the population and the type of antibiotic.

This medical complication can range in severity from mild diarrhoea to life-threatening pseudomembranous colitis. Infection with *Clostridium difficile* (*C. difficile*) can be the cause in 15-39% of the AAD cases, while in most of the remaining cases the aetiology is unknown. The rate of recurrence of *C. difficile*
associated diarrhoea (CDAD) ranges from 8-50% in patients over 65 years\textsuperscript{15,16} and infection with this spore forming bacteria is associated with most of the severe cases of AAD. When present, it can be fatal in nearly 7% of cases (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{15,16} Antibiotics can target specific bacterial components and metabolic pathways that are often shared by a wide range of bacterial types. For this reason, when a person takes antibiotics, it is very likely that these antimicrobial drugs will also kill part of the patient’s normal microbiota, resulting in a microbial imbalance or dysbiosis.\textsuperscript{17} When patients undergo an antibiotic treatment, part of their gut symbiotic bacteria are killed and, as a consequence of that, the structure of their pre-existing microbial community is significantly changed. Recent gut metagenomic and metabolomic scientific studies have generated enough experimental evidence to support the idea that changes in the structure and composition of the gut microbial community caused by antibiotics can put an individual at risk of developing infections from opportunistic pathogens, such as \textit{C. difficile}.\textsuperscript{18–20} Another demonstration of the important connection between gut microbial imbalance and \textit{C. difficile} infection is that the use of gastric acid suppressing drugs, like proton pump inhibitors, known to remarkably alter the composition of the gut microbiota, also significantly increases the incidence of CDAD.\textsuperscript{20,21} Prevention of AAD and CDAD with the use of probiotics has also proven to be cost-effective, as CDAD cases are estimated to increase their hospital stay on average by 21 days,\textsuperscript{32} together with all the associated care costs. Even in countries like England, where the establishment of mandatory surveillance and the introduction of other control measures for antibiotic prescription and hygiene protocols led to a reduction of 74\% in the cases of \textit{C. difficile} infection, between 2007 and 2014. In 2014 there were nearly 14 thousand cases,\textsuperscript{33} with healthcare costs from £4300 per case.\textsuperscript{32,34}

The role of probiotics in the prevention of AAD and CDAD

A substantial number of randomised clinical trials have now addressed the prevention of the development of AAD and CDAD using probiotic bacterial cultures. In fact, some of the most recent clinical trials data meta-analyses have shown that probiotics can reduce the relative risk of AAD by 42\% (RR 0.58; 95\% CI, 0.50 to 0.68; \textit{p}<0.001)\textsuperscript{22}, and by 64\% (RR 0.36; 95\% CI 0.26 to 0.51; \textit{p}<0.0001) in the case of CDAD.\textsuperscript{23} The results of these rigorous systematic reviews and meta-analyses are helping more scientists and clinicians to realise that there is sufficient evidence to conclude that administration of high-quality probiotic bacteria, as an adjunct to antibiotic treatment, is associated with a reduced risk of developing these debilitating and potentially life-threatening conditions. It is worthwhile mentioning that not all tested probiotic preparations have demonstrated to be effective in reducing the risk of AAD, as shown in the recent PLACIDE clinical trial conducted in the UK.\textsuperscript{24,25} However, given the nature of strain-specific properties of probiotics,\textsuperscript{26} it is possible that the bacterial strains used in some unsuccessful studies do not have the necessary characteristics to prevent the development of AAD.\textsuperscript{27} In fact, recent studies using animal models strongly suggest that individual bacterial species do not drive alone the colonisation resistance to \textit{C. difficile} and that multi-strain probiotic preparations are more likely to be effective in the prevention of AAD and CDAD than those including one or just a few bacterial strains.\textsuperscript{29–31}
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\caption{Role of probiotics in the prevention of antibiotic associated diarrhoea and antibiotic resistance}
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Antibiotic resistance

There are important world-wide concerns about the over-prescription of antibiotics, as this may lead to increased microbial resistance to these medicines. Development of antibiotic resistance poses a significant public health threat, especially since antibiotics are widely used in medical practice in both primary and secondary care. For example, in England alone during 2013, the National Health Service (NHS) dispensed more than 41 million prescriptions of antibacterial drugs.

Antibiotic resistance threatens the effective prevention and treatment of diseases that, under different circumstances, would have been easier to treat. Multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) and infections with methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) are examples of diseases of current significant concern because they are more difficult to treat, due to the development of antibiotic resistant strains. These paramount public health problems have important economic consequences and have already claimed many lives.

To prevent the development of bacterial resistance, it is fundamental that antibiotics are always prescribed according to the principles of antimicrobial stewardship. This means, prescribing them only when they are needed, promoting the selection of optimal antimicrobial drug regimes, dose, duration of therapy, and route of administration. Health authorities around the world are increasingly paying attention to this serious problem. In the case of the UK, the government introduced in 2013 a five year national strategy to slow the development and spread of antimicrobial resistance. So far, this intervention has led to a reduction of 3.8% in the number of prescriptions for antibacterial drugs in primary care in 2013, compared with 2012.

It is well known that antibiotics do not fight infections caused by viruses like colds, flu and most sore throats and bronchitis. However, it is common that patients with these conditions expect and often request their general practitioners to prescribe them antibiotics. The patient’s belief about the effectiveness of antibiotics against common respiratory tract infections puts pressure on doctors to over-prescribe. In addition to the problem of over-prescription of antibiotics, patient’s failure to complete their course of antibiotic treatment also plays an important role in the development of antibiotic resistance. When an antibiotic treatment is interrupted, it creates the selective pressure of sub-lethal dosages for pathogens to adapt and evolve into antibiotic resistant strains. It is important to note that antibiotic associated adverse events like allergy, secondary infections and diarrhoea can also prompt patients and clinicians to interrupt treatment.

Upon the development of AAD, it is, in many countries like the UK, standard clinical practice to interrupt any antibiotic treatment associated with this complication, if considered clinically appropriate. This standard of best practice has as a main objective to control the severity of the diarrhoea by allowing normal intestinal microbiota to be re-established. If the diarrhoea is confirmed to be associated with C. difficile, a suitable second round of antibiotics is normally prescribed. This intervention leads, in many cases, to an effective limitation of the patient’s diarrhoeal symptoms and their associated risks. However, stopping the first round of antibiotics aimed at treatment of pre-existing underlying medical conditions, might on the other hand give rise to ecological conditions for the selection of antibiotic resistant strains of the bacteria that caused the first course of antibiotics to be administered. One example of this situation could be, the development of β-lactams and/or macrolides resistant Streptococcus pneumoniae strains during the incomplete treatment of an acute lower respiratory tract infection.

The role of probiotics in the prevention of antibiotic resistance

From an economic perspective, providing patients with probiotics together with antibiotics has been shown to imply considerable cost savings, because of the reduction of the occurrence of AAD and CDAD and their associated longer hospital stays and treatment costs. Additionally, a general practice of prescription of antibiotics together with probiotics for antibacterial medical treatments would, by preventing AAD and CDAD, decrease the number of times antibiotics treatments from underlying medical conditions need to be interrupted, decrease the number of treatments to combat C. difficile infection and, as a consequence, decrease the risk of occurrence of antibiotic resistance. The administration of probiotics together with antibiotics
can also reduce other antibiotic associated side effects, such as nausea and abdominal pain,48 which in turn improves treatment compliance and reduces the risk of sub-optimal antibiotic dosing and, as a consequence, reduces the risk of developing resistant bacterial strains (Figure 2). Probiotics can also improve the efficacy of the initial antibiotic treatment, thereby reducing the need for repeat prescriptions. A good example is the significant improvement on Helicobacter pylori eradication when probiotics are given in addition to the standard triple therapy of two antibiotics and a gastric acid-suppressing drug (eradication rate improvements of around 12% according to the most recent meta-analyses).49–51

Conclusion

Clinical and basic research have shown that administration of antibiotics together with high-quality multi-strain probiotic preparations represent a great opportunity for the healthcare sector to reduce the burden of AAD and C. difficile infection, and would contribute to the reduction of the development of problematic antibiotic resistance.
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